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The address of God to man or through man takes place, like everything in creation, according to
irrevocable spiritual laws. The different emphases and perspectives in the revelations result from the
divine basic aspects of order, will, wisdom, seriousness, patience, love and mercy, according to the
spiritual mentality of the one who receives the word of revelation. In and above all, however, love acts as
the bearer of all revelations, without which a true word of God is not possible.

Divine revelation
My brothers and sisters, what comes from love knows love, because it is a part of it.
Everything has come from this holy stream of life, so also each one of you, by which is
meant the spiritual being within you.
Therefore, there is no question as to the relationship of the creature to it's Creator. Both
are eternally connected by a bond that gives the creature a security and a safety that is so
self-evident that it is not even necessary to think about how and why this is so. At the
same time, every creature lives in a freedom that is beyond human understanding and is
the basis for a life of harmony, joy, creativity and deep affection towards all others who are
loved in the same way and live in the never-ending flow of light and love.
This, My beloved ones, is your home, heaven, as you call this "place," which is more like a
state.
The bond of love between Me and you is furthermore characterized by a primordial trust,
which did not have to be acquired, but is unbreakably given for all time by the fact that I the Source - have brought forth you, who are children of this Source. Where trust prevails,
it is difficult to impossible to sow mistrust or to stir up doubt.
On a basis of trust, which ideally is as strong as the primordial trust that still lies in your
soul - even if partially buried - the path you take as human beings to find your way home
again, can be trodden most easily. Without this trust, you are often like a leaf in the wind;
and the wind, refreshed again and again by mutual forces, can thus drive you again and
again sometimes in one direction, sometimes in the other. But this is not the desire of your
soul, which longs to find it's destiny and goal already during your lifetime, even and
especially when the times become more and more restless on the outside.
The "great forgetting" occurred with the entrance of the soul into your human body, and
that for good reasons, which I have already explained to you many times. This also
affected the memory of the original trust, the aspect so important for your inner security.
The growing child must work out many things; and to the same extent, the maturing soul
must first learn again to gain confidence in a divine guidance through Me, your brother
Jesus Christ.
This is not an easy process, also because negative forces continuously try to disturb or
prevent this development. After all, the opposite side knows that trust is the be-all and
end-all, without which a largely continuous progress on your way to Me can hardly
succeed. So it will try again and again to let you become uncertain and doubtful. It will

build on every "bad" experience you have had in your life, which you feel to be unjust or
unloving on My part due to lack of knowledge and closeness to Me. Or it will make your
faith in Me and your trust in My help shrink.
Since time immemorial, it has been one of My noblest efforts to reawaken in you this trust
in My guidance. For it is infinitely important that you do not stand on shaky ground, but are
firmly anchored in Me. A ground under your feet on which you have no firm footing, offers
you no security and no protection.
Now trust is not easy to acquire at the next opportunity or at the next corner. This is also
known by the one who wants to keep you from getting more involved in the adventure with
Me than before. He takes advantage of your little faith and your impatience, often also
your unwillingness and your ignorance, in order to deceive you again and again that it is
useless to get involved in being guided by Me. And many of you fall for these notions just
because you have had little experience with Me and shy away from the small effort of
coming to Me within and discussing your small and big worries with Me; and not only
discussing them, but also unloading them to Me and leaving them with Me.
At the moment when you go within and come to Me, you connect with the source of all life.
You have made Me, figuratively speaking, your partner; we have then become a team.
You have "taken into your boat" someone who is stronger in everything that exists in the
entire visible and invisible universe. Keep this in mind, My friend, My girlfriend, not just
once or twice. Make it, as often as it comes to your mind, your heart and thoughts: Love,
which wants to help you by clearing the paths ahead of you of much garbage, and which,
in any case, makes it easier for you to approach and accomplish the tasks at hand, then
stands and walks by your side! Is there a more joyful, happy Christmas message than the
assurance of My unconditional support?
As soon as you get involved in it even more than before, the adventure can start. Do you
know what the consequences will be? That you will have more and more experiences with
Me; that you will come to Me more and more often; that our being together will become
more and more familiar to you. And the consequence? Your confidence grows, you can,
when you are faced with the next problem or the next difficult decision, remember how it
was the last time, or how you were with Me in the first place.
Trust, and I am not saying this for the first time, arises from the sum of the experiences
made with Me. Thus you regain something infinitely valuable, which cannot be bought
anywhere: primordial trust. At the same time, you lay an important, even decisive
foundation stone for the rest of your life, because your mental immune system becomes
stronger and stronger with every small and large exercise, with every crisis that we master
together. Then you will understand that crises are always necessary learning tasks that
have their purpose in making you become a radiant child of God again. If you approach
the difficulties that life puts before you in this way - that is, not by trying to solve them with
your own will and by using your ideas and your strength - but by involving Me, you will
experience things that will seem like a miracle.
Try Me out. Side effects, as you know them with your worldly medicine, are excluded.
Instead, relief, a free look ahead, growing courage and a more and more emerging clarity
are guaranteed. Growing courage is accompanied by a gradually dissolving fear. For the
two are not compatible; one cannot be where the other is.

Isn't that a goal worth aiming for? Is it not also the wish of your human being - it is the
wish of your soul anyway - that you get rid of everything that has accumulated in the
course of your life, also in feelings and thoughts? Such a work can not be done alone, but
with Me at your side, it is is possible with absolute certainty.*)
Love itself, My beloved ones, cannot be defeated. Therefore, one tries to harm those who
strive to live love. But if those ask for help from the power of love dwelling within them
when they are harassed, even the tempter will have to realize that he cannot win. And so,
at some point, he too will recognize his injustice and his inability and finally bow his head
and bend his knee to then re-enter the Father's house. Then the great arc, lasting
countless eons, which began with the fall and ends with the homecoming of all, will have
closed.
With this Christmas greeting I strengthen your courage and your willingness to see
Christmas also from the point of view of this message. The child in the manger means
much more and has much more to say to you than your interpretations contain. It has
brought you the key to grow again into the primordial trust that is part of your divine being.
If you can no longer decide in the spirit of love because of vague fears and lack of trust,
then you have lost part of your freedom. I will give you back this freedom, if you go with
Me. This requires your trust in Me, My power and possibilities, and that you believe My
promise.
This is what your Divine brother Jesus Christ, the love in the heavenly Father, tells you.
Amen.
*) An excerpt from "Is It Me You Love?" fits this:
... I began. "I saw a maze with hedges almost as high as a man and me in between, struggling in vain to find
the exit. Then I caught sight of the head of an acquaintance above the hedge to my left, who called out to
me: Ferdinand, it seems to me that the exit is around the corner here. Come.' That was no use to me, I
couldn't cross the hedge. I had to find my [own] way. Then my attention was drawn to a man in white
clothing, who - like the referee of a tennis match - was sitting on a high chair and was the only one with an
overview.
Shall I guide you?" he asked. I accepted the offer; it could not be worse than my search with his guidance.
Then go first to the right, then straight ahead, right again twice, after a sharp bend back a few meters ...'
Wait a minute. I had become angry. The exit was very close, just to my left, one meter away from me. Why
should I turn right and back now?'
The man was calmness himself. "Do you want to get out of here?"
"Of course."
"Do you know the shortest way?" he wanted to know.
"If I knew, I would not have accepted your offer."
"Do you believe that I know you?" he asked.
"All right." I was ready to give it another try.
"Twice left, then right, watch out, don't trip.…"

Suddenly I heard my acquaintance. "Ferdinand, where are you? You're being led around in circles. I can
see you from here. I'll be right outside. You'll be there soon, too, just a few more steps to the right."
From the other side, too, someone shouted something at me. "You have to take off your sunglasses, you
can't see anything. Then you have to concentrate on your solar plexus and keep muttering 'exit, exit, exit' to
yourself. And then always keep to the right."
And one who was wandering through the labyrinth with me, but had apparently found something like a plan,
advised me to go with him: "We'll be out in two minutes."
I remained in one place. With all the shouting and good advice, I didn't know what to do. The man on the
chair, who was something like a guide here, had been silent all the time.
"I want to get out of here!" I shouted.
"Then please go left and right again. Now you should be able to see the exit."
I could not see anything. Then I remembered my pocket knife and took it out. Now I would take the matter
in hand. I laboriously cut a few small holes in the tough hedge undergrowth and finally tried to squeeze
through, although I should have realized that I wouldn't be able to get through. I couldn't get through either.
A few meters to my right and left, other visitors to the maze were also looking for their own paths. They were
just as disappointed as I was. This was not how they had imagined the tour.
After half an hour I gave up sweaty, dirty, scuffed and bleeding. I sat down in a corner, completely
exhausted, looked up at the man and said: "Please."
Then he got off his chair, took me in his arms and carried me towards the exit."

